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Abstract
Designing electronic skin (e-skin) with proteins is a critical way to endow e-skin with biocompatibility, but
engineering protein structures to achieve controllable mechanical properties and self-healing ability
remains a challenge. Here, we develop a hybrid gluten network through the incorporation of an eutectic
gallium indium alloy (EGaIn) to design a self-healable e-skin with improved mechanical properties. The
intrinsic reversible disul�de bonds/sulfhydryl groups recon�guration of gluten networks is explored as a
driving mechanism to introduce EGaIn as chemical cross-linkers to create hierarchical sulphur bonds,
thus inducing the secondary structure rearrangement of gluten to form additional β-sheets as physical
cross-linkers. Remarkably, this strategy allows the gluten network to realize a synthetic material-like
stretchability (>1600%) and to endure a three-dimensional strain change. The obtained e-skin is
biocompatible and biodegradable, and can sense strain changes from different scale human motions.
The protein network micro-regulation method paves the way for future skin-like protein-based e-skin.

Introduction
The increasing demand of electronic skin (e-skin) in the �elds of skin attachable devices, robotics and
prosthetics has motivated various cutting-edge technologies to endow e-skin with skin-like sensory
capabilities and outstanding mechanical properties, but unfortunately e-skin with biocompatibility
presents great challenges for practical on-skin applications1-3. Therefore, despite the current existence of
different kinds of reported synthetic materials, there is still a strong desire for exploring biocompatible e-
skin materials. Given that protein is a vital component of skin, proteins are the ideal option to provide
biocompatibility for e-skin4. However, designing e-skin with proteins is still in its infancy, because
precisely controlling the microstructure of proteins to obtain adjustable mechanical properties and self-
healing abilities is fairly complicated.

    Silk �broin (SF), the dominant protein in e-skin research, has demonstrated feasibility for fabricating e-
skins with tunable mechanical behaviors and biocompatibility through complex plasticizing or
carbonizing pretreatments4-8. In this regard, the gluten protein is proposed for preparing e-skin by a
simple method. Upon hydration and kneading, gluten is known to form a cross-linked three-dimensional
protein polymeric network through intra- and inter-molecular covalent and noncovalent bonds. The gluten
network possesses various dynamic bonds, like dynamic covalent disul�de (S-S) bonds and noncovalent
H-bonds, thus guaranteeing the self-healing ability that most SF-based e-skin loses1, 9-12. Generally, for e-
skin preparation, the macroscopic mechanical performances of synthetic materials, like supramolecular
polymers, can be adjusted by constructing cross-linking positions inside the microscopic network
structure13-15. However, strengthening and toughening the soft gluten network by achieving the co-
incorporation of physical and chemical cross-linking sites at the molecular level remains a
challenge. Fabricating a gluten-based e-skin through network regulation would lead to a more
sophisticated control over mechanical properties and self-healing ability. 
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To address this issue, on the hypothesis that the abundant free sulfhydryl (-SH) groups of gluten may
provide reactive sites to construct dynamic cross-linking bonds in a metal-ligand interactive form, the
eutectic gallium indium alloy (EGaIn) that thiolate ligands favorably react with is introduced to improve
the gluten network16, 17. Therefore, this structural characteristic is explored to design an EGaIn/gluten-
based e-skin (E-GES) in this work. Our strategy targets the reversible -SH/S-S exchange mechanism in
gluten network to introduce EGaIn as chemical cross-linkers and thus establish hierarchical S-bonds in E-
GES networks in which S-S bonds maintain the structural integrity, while EGaIn-SH coordinative bonds
contribute to dissipating energies. Surprisingly, the rearrangement of gluten protein chains causes an
increase in β-sheets which act as physical cross-linking points18, 19. Thus, the high-density cross-linking
sites and various dynamic bonds endow E-GES with exceptional mechanical strength and toughness
respectively. Furthermore, E-GES can withstand the spatial strain variation, behaving like conventional
rubber materials. Such characteristics make E-GES a competitive strain sensor for sensing strain signals
from different human motions. In summary, through the dynamic network micro-regulation mechanism
of gluten networks, we realize the combination of liquid metal and protein to achieve a protein-based e-
skin, which could provide insights on metal-protein interactive mechanics to develop more proteins for e-
skin. 

Main Text
Gluten network regulation by EGaIn

    Gluten extracted from wheat �our is a mixture of polymeric glutenins and monomeric gliadins
subunits20. In the hydration and kneading process, glutenins tend to align and form a cross-linked three-
dimensional gluten protein polymeric network through intra- and inter-molecular S-S bonds and
noncovalent bonds thus contributing to the strength and elasticity, while gliadins combine with the
formed glutenin structures by non-covalent bonds and in�uence the viscous properties of the protein
matrix21. It is worth noting that, to produce a stronger protein network, a small amount of salt is needed
during this process, because the net positive charge of gluten can be shielded by salt, thus decreasing the
electrostatic repulsion between gluten molecules and making them combine closely22, 23. Different from
the wheat dough, there are no starch granules embedded in the framework of the E-GES network. As
shown in Fig. 1a, E-GES was prepared by mixing the gluten with EGaIn-dispersed solutions with the
addition of a small amount of NaCl and kneading. According to the mass ratio of EGaIn in gluten, the
obtained E-GES samples are named as 1%, 3%, 5% and 10% respectively, with the sample without EGaIn
addition as control denoted as 0%. The formation of different secondary structures of E-GES are revealed
by analyzing the amide I absorption bands on Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) (discussed
later) (Supplementary Fig. 1). The typical peak appearing at 521 cm−1 in the Raman spectra con�rms the
formation of S-S bonds in E-GES, representing the trans-gauche-gauche conformations of S–S bonds,
and the peak at around 2478 cm−1 indicates the presence of -SH bonds (Supplementary Fig. 2)24, 25.
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that thiolated ligands are readily attached to the interface of
EGaIn16, so the abundant -SH groups of gluten are expected to provide reactive sites to EGaIn. This
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expectation is con�rmed by the distinct binding energy shift of S 2p region observed in X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) along with the redistribution of -SH/S-S contents in response to higher
EGaIn concentration (Fig. 1b,c)26. The increasing trend of free -SH content, released from the combination
with EGaIn during analytical test, reinforces this standpoint. Importantly, Fig. 1d-g show that E-GES has a
more regular and denser structure than that of the control sample, meaning that the decrease in the S-S
content does not in�uence the structural integrity of the gluten network, and the energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) mapping result reveals the presence of EGaIn. Therefore, the EGaIn has been
successfully introduced into the gluten network through the construction of intermolecular EGaIn-SH
coordinative bonds, and contributes to the adjustment of the gluten network in turn. The obtained E-GES
can be stretched easily by hands (Fig. 1h), and molded to entirely different shapes (Fig. 1i), suggesting its
ability to adhere well to irregular body surfaces.

Connections between macroscopic behaviors and microscopic structures of E-GES

    To qualify for e-skin preparation, we �rst introduce EGaIn to tailor the microscopic structure of gluten,
thus improving its macroscopic mechanical properties. The designed E-GES are considerably
strengthened and toughened as re�ected in the increased tensile strength, tensile toughness as well as
stiffness shown in Fig. 2a. The increase in the content of EGaIn contributes to improved mechanical
performance with the maximum tensile stress, dissipated energy and Young’s modulus increasing from
13.5 kPa, 228.2 KJ/m3 and 11.9 kPa to 51.2 kPa, 597.1 KJ/m3 and 25.2 kPa respectively when EGaIn
content is 5% (Supplementary Fig. 3). By contrast, the breaking strain exhibits a decreasing trend and
shows a minimum value of around 1600%. However, human skin generally suffers from around 30% of
the tensile strain in daily human motions, and some reports suggest that the skin-like wearable �exible
hybrid electronics with stretchability as high as 100% are in favor of obtaining high-quality signals from
skin1, 27. Thus, the trade-off of the tensile strain of E-GES is acceptable and quite normal, and its
remaining stretchability is comparable with that of many synthetic materials, a rarely reported
phenomenon for protein-based material in previous studies (Fig. 2c)13, 15, 28-31. Insights into the
microscopic structure of E-GES are obtained through FTIR analysis. The changes of the gluten backbone
conformation are revealed by analyzing amide I bands (1700-1600 cm−1) as illustrated in Fig. 2d, e and
Supplementary Fig. 4. The high content of α-helix in all E-GES samples suggests they have more ordered
gluten network structure compared with other gluten modi�cation jobs (around 20% to 30% of α-helices)
(Supplementary Fig. 5)9, 10. The incorporation of EGaIn facilitates the formation of a higher proportion of
β-sheets, the most stable conformation of gluten, at the expense of α-helix in a dose-dependent manner.
This result is likely attributed to the reduction of intermolecular S-S bonds and the changes of
interactions among intramolecular H-bonds induced by EGaIn9. It is worthwhile to note that these
nanocrystals-like β-sheets can act as many physical crosslinking points embedded in the amorphous
protein network, thus de�ning the mechanical properties of protein, as widely received in the studies for
silk protein18, 32. The cross-linked gluten protein chains clearly show restricted chain mobility as exposed
by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (Fig. 2f). The enhancing thermal stability declares the raise
in crystallinity and the order of E-GES network structure by denaturation temperature value changing from
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48.26 °C to 58.17 °C under different EGaIn dosages (Supplementary Table 1). This is consistent with the
current understanding about the in�uence of cross-linking degree and crystallinity toward the glass-
transition temperature of polymer, and the study of graphene oxide/SF composite materials19. Moreover,
except for the β-sheet physical cross-linking sites, there are abundant chemical cross-linking points
because of the coordinative interactions between EGaIn and the -SH groups of gluten, so a large number
of high-density cross-linking sites synergistically promote the adjustment of the E-GES network structure.
On the other hand, the changes in the E-GES networks also can be observed from the variation of their
viscoelasticity. The rheological characterizations show that all samples display a solid-like behavior with
a storage modulus (G′) greater than the loss modulus (G″), and E-GES samples have increased their G′
and G″ by one to two times compared with the control sample (Fig. 2g and Supplementary Fig. 6). The
improving viscoelasticity of E-GES agrees well with its enhanced mechanical performance in tensile test
results. These outcomes indicate that we successfully create a hybrid cross-linking gluten network in E-
GES through the construction of additional coordinative bonds by EGaIn and the conformation transition
to β-sheet by H-bonds rearrangement14, 33. In general, the improvement in the macroscopic strength and
toughness of E-GES can be explained by the microscopic structural adjustment according to the
proposed mechanism below: The presence of two different cross-linkers endowing E-GES with various
dynamic chemical bonds lead to highly folded gluten protein chains, thus developing a hierarchical
network structure, which is bene�cial for withstanding tensile changes and dissipating energy (Fig. 2h).
This mechanism is further corroborated by the growth in Young’s modulus and dissipated energy with the
increase of tensile strain rates (Fig. 2b), and the gradually growing internal fracture of E-GES network in
the loading-unloading cycle tests with varying maximum strains (Supplementary Fig. 7), demonstrating
the stiff and tough E-GES network structure. Besides, the robust E-GES network can withstand the three-
dimensional spatial strain variation, which is easily visualized through a simple and intuitive mechanical
experiment as shown in Fig. 2i. The membrane-shaped E-GES can be in�ated into a balloon with a size
range several orders of magnitude larger size range than before, which is an amazing phenomenon for
protein-based materials or those hydrogel-like materials. 

Self-healing ability and biocompatibility of E-GES

    It is widely acknowledged that when wheat dough being teared, dough fragments can be rolled up and
kneaded, thus making a reshaped dough without obvious performance degradation11. The principle
behind it is the dynamic construction of and conversion between S-S bonds and free -SH groups together
with the assistance of intramolecular and intermolecular H-bonds involved in the gluten network
rebuilding process. Naturally, this intrinsic characteristic endows gluten networks with remarkable self-
healing ability for making e-skin. The self-healing e�ciencies of E-GES are evaluated through the
following two aspects: stiffness recovery (Young’s modulus-based) and toughness recovery (dissipated
energy-based). The stress-strain curves demonstrate the healed E-GES recovers 97.9% of stiffness and
51.4% of its toughness after being cured from complete cutting (Fig. 3a). In order to examine the ultimate
self-healing property of E-GES during the tensile experiment, we just simply put two cut-off E-GES pieces
together for 1 min without any further treating, thus causing a circular wound on the healed E-GES under
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this seriously restricted healing condition. This visible defect results in a local stress concentration, which
is the main reason why the toughness decreases. However, the remaining stretchability was still
measured to be up to 700% along with an almost unchanged Young’s modulus, suggesting the
exceptional self-healing ability of the strong E-GES network. The inherent self-healing mechanism of E-
GES is deeply revealed by analyzing the change of the tyrosine (Tyr) side-chain mode of gluten as
illustrated in the Raman spectra (Fig. 3b), because the variation of the intensity ratio between the Tyr
doublet (I861/I837) provides H-bonding information of Tyr residues24, 34. The increase in the ratio valve
indicates that Tyr residues tend to be exposed to a hydrophilic environment and possess the ability to
form strong hydrogen bonds serving as proton acceptors. The ratio value changing from 1.17 to 1.65
shows that the combination of EGaIn promotes the Tyr residues exposure (Supplementary Fig. 8)35.
Hence, the self-healing mechanism of E-GES can be summarized as follows: The presence of Tyr residues
and EGaIn contributes to the formation of abundant H-bonds and coordinative bonds respectively in the
cut interface, thus bene�ting the initial recovery of E-GES network, and then the dynamic disul�de
exchange between free -SH groups and S-S bonds accelerates the eventual recovery of E-GES network by
covalent bonds (Fig. 3c), somewhat like the healing mechanism of thioctic acid-based supramolecular
polymers14. Furthermore, the excellent self-healing ability of E-GES is also re�ected in the conductivity
recovery with an LED bulb lighting with slight contact between two cut interfaces (Fig. 3d). Intriguingly,
we �nd that ultra-low temperatures cannot cause irreversible damage to E-GES, because it can recover the
mechanical and conductive properties in a great measure as the temperature rises (Fig. 3e and
Supplementary Fig. 9). 

Apart from the necessary stretchability and self-healing ability, a quali�ed e-skin should be
biocompatible. We speci�cally designed different experiments to estimate the effect of E-GES on the
rabbit skin as shown in Fig. 3f, g. As for the skin with an arti�cial #-shaped wound, the attachment of E-
GES does not affect the wound healing, and newborn rabbit hair can be observed on the wound after
seven-day attachment experiments, similar to the result of the control wound without any treatments
(Supplementary Fig. 10). In addition, there were no adverse reactions observed on the surrounding
healthy skin. Given that e-skin inevitably reacts with sweat in daily use, whether the sweat will be polluted
by e-skin and in�uence the health of skin is another important problem. With this in mind, E-GES was
totally immersed into arti�cial sweat for 24 hours, and the treated sweat was applied to the healthy skin
and the skin with the #-shaped wound respectively (Fig. 3g and Supplementary Fig. 11). Observation of
the skin over a seven-day period de�nitively proves the excellent safety of E-GES when in contact with
sweat. To protect the environment, we believe an attractive biocompatible e-skin candidate should also be
biodegradable. The disappearance of E-GES in the pepsin solution and the appearance of mold on the
surface of E-GES in the moist soil illustrate its eco-friendly biodegradability (Supplementary Fig. 12)6, 12. 

Strain-sensing ability of E-GES

The strain sensing performances of E-GES were veri�ed by attaching them to different body parts (Fig.
4a). As shown in Fig. 4b, the bending degrees of the fore�nger are closely associated with the variations
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of resistance, and the increase in bending angle lead to an increasing resistance, which can return to the
original value when straightening the fore�nger. The �xing rotation angle of the wrist generates clear and
repeatable resistance signals (Fig. 4c), and large movements of the knee also can be detected by E-GES
(Fig. 4d). Furthermore, in order to test the strain sensitivity of E-GES to its limits, we challenge its
responsive ability toward the thrust from the breathing. E-GES embedded in a mask can continuously
monitor the breathing motion of the volunteer, demonstrating its potential application for real-time health
monitoring (Fig. 4e). The slight strain change from the blinking can also be detected by E-GES when
attaching it to the middle of the forehead (Fig. 4f). On the other hand, because of its improved gluten
network, E-GES can transform the volume change of a balloon into the variation of resistance signals by
attaching E-GES to the surface of the balloon. Fig. 4g and 4 h show the increasing and repeatable signals
corresponding to the gradually in�ating process and the cyclic in�ating-de�ating process respectively.
This means the robust E-GES network exhibits superior sensing abilities even after suffering from three-
dimensional spatial changes in strain, a phenomenon currently rarely reported to the best of our
knowledge. The E-GES is further examined by the comparison between the work of a E-GES with a notch
and that of a normal E-GES (Supplementary Fig. 13). Finally, the stable and recoverable sensing ability of
the E-GES network is demonstrated by cyclic stretching-releasing sensing experiments (Fig. 4i).

Conclusion
  In summary, we report a new protein (gluten) for fabricating e-skin with stretchability, self-healing ability
and biocompatibility. The unique combination of gluten and EGaIn successfully creates a robust gluten
network with improved strength and toughness. Moreover, based on the incorporation of EGaIn, the
obtained E-GES has an enhanced self-healing ability, and there are no adverse reactions when attaching
E-GES to rabbit skin in animal experiments. E-GES not only matches the requirements of an ideal e-skin
well, but also demonstrates acute strain sensing ability in different situations, ranging from large-scale
human motions to tiny strain changes. This work provides an attractive idea to design e-skin through the
construction of protein networks by liquid metal, and this method could be further developed by using
other inorganic materials, such as MXene, carbon nanotubes and silver nano�bers, to obtain an e-skin
with desired functions.

Methods
General methods. The gluten and EGaIn were purchased from the Meryer (Shanghai) Chemical
Technology Co., Ltd. and Shenyang Jiabei Commerce Ltd. respectively. NaCl and methyl cellulose M20
(MC) were obtained from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. The above reagents are used without
further puri�cation unless otherwise stated. The EGaIn-dispersed solutions were prepared by dispersing
different masses of EGaIn in the 1% MC aqueous solution, followed by sonication in an ice bath for 70
min (Supplementary Fig. 14) (Ultrasonic cell disruptor JYD-1800L with a 6-mmφ probe, Shanghai Zhixin
Instrument Co., Ltd.). It should be noted that to obtain a robust gluten network, a small amount of NaCl
(5.66wt% of the gluten) was �rstly dissolved in the 1% MC aqueous solution before the addition of EGaIn.
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The E-GES sample was fabricated by mixing equal quality of the EGaIn-dispersed solution and gluten
through a hand mixer and kneading (Supplementary Fig. 15). According to the mass ratio of EGaIn to
gluten, the obtained four E-GES samples were denoted as 1%, 3%, 5% and 10% respectively, and the
control sample was obtained by mixing MC aqueous solution with gluten, which denoted as 0%. The
micromorphology of E-GES was observed by �eld emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, Zesis
ultra55) equipped with the energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Fourier transform infrared spectra
(FTIR) were recorded by PROTA-2XTM FT-IR Protein Analyzer and the obtained data was analyzed through
GRAMS/AI software. Raman spectroscopy was performed with the Renishaw In Via Qontor confocal
Raman microscope that used a 785 nm excitation laser, and the collected Raman spectroscopy data was
carried out with WiRE 5.3 software. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed using a
Thermo Fisher ESCALAB 250Xi with Al Ka radiation. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was
performed on TA Q2000 and samples were heated from 10 °C to 150 °C at 10 °C/min under a nitrogen
flow. The free -SH and S-S contents were measured and calculated according to the previous report.10

The E-GES samples for the above tests were lyophilized before testing, and the following measurements
used E-GES samples directly.

Mechanical tests. For mechanical tests, the E-GES samples were shaped by a custom-made cylindrical
PTFE mould with an inner diameter of 15 mm and height of 15 mm according to the method of H.C.D.
Tuhumury et al22, 23. with some modi�cations. After carefully removing the mould, the shaped samples
were glued onto the pneumatic grips and tested with an Instron 5966 tensile tester equipped with a 10 N
load cell at a raising rate of 300 mm/min. The mechanical properties of E-GES samples (i.e.,
the maximum tensile stress, tensile toughness and Young’s modulus) were analyzed through the
obtained stress-strain curves, and the recovery rate was calculated according to the following formula:
stiffness recovery=E2/E1´100%, toughness recovery= A2/A1´100%, (E1 and A1 were the Young’s modulus
and dissipated energy of the original E-GES, while E2 and A2 were the Young’s modulus and dissipated
energy of the self-healed E-GES).  

Rheological tests. The rheological measurements were performed on an Anton Paar Physica MCR 301
rheometer with the 25 mm parallel-plate geometry and a �xed gap of 1 mm at 25 °C. The linear
viscoelastic region was obtained by the oscillation measurement with strain values changing from 0.1 %
to 1000 % at a constant frequency of 1 Hz, and then the frequency sweeps were carried out in a frequency
range of 0.1 Hz to 100 Hz at a �xed strain of 0.5 %.

Biocompatibility tests. For biocompatibility tests, the dorsal areas (about 8 cm2) of experimental rabbits
were partially depilated before testing and a #-shaped wound was introduced into the back of them. The
extraction experiment was carried out by immersing E-GES samples in the arti�cial sweat (by an
extraction ratio of 0.1 g:1 mL) at 37 °C for 24h. The E-GES samples were �rmly attached to the skin with a
#-shaped wound by using the bandage, and treated sweat was dripped in another rabbit skin
(Supplementary Fig. 16). These two experiments last for 4h every day. The skin near the experimental
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region without any treatments was used as control. These experiments continued for 7 days to evaluate
the biocompatibility of E-GES.

Degradation tests. For degradation tests, the pepsin solution was prepared by dissolving 0.3g of pepsin in
30 mL of 0.1 mol/L HCl solution. The degradation tests were carried out by immersing E-GES samples in
the obtained pepsin solution and the moist soil respectively at room temperature. 

Strain sensing tests. For strain sensing tests, the real-time R-T curves were recorded by a Keithley 2604B
SourceMeter instrument.
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Figure 1

Schematic drawings of preparing E-GES and the analysis of relevant chemical bonds as well as the
morphology of E-GES. a, Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of E-GES. b, The X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of the control sample (the top) and the 5% E-GES (the bottom). For the
control sample, the S 2p region show the S 2p3/2 and S 2p1/2 components at the binding energies of
163.8 eV and 164.9 eV respectively, while these two peaks in the 5% E-GES sample show shifts toward
the low binding energies direction, appearing at 161.6 eV and 164.5 eV respectively. This means the
formation of EGaIn-SH coordinative bonds in E-GES, consistent with the previous reports16, 26. c, The -SH
and S-S content of different E-GES samples. d, e, SEM micrograph of the control sample (d) and the 5% E-
GES sample (e). f, g, SEM micrograph of 5% E-GES sample (f) and the corresponding EDS element
mapping micrograph (g). h, Photograph of the stretched E-GES sample. The 5% E-GES can be stretched
out easily for more than 10 times. i, Photograph of E-GES with different shapes. The E-GES can be
molded to different complex shapes, i.e., knot, bird and giraffe.
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Figure 2

Characterization of the macroscopic mechanical properties and the microscopic structures of E-GES. a,
Stress-strain curves of different E-GES samples. b, Stress-strain curves of 5% E-GES at different strain
rates. The E-GES can resist the increasing strain rate without showing brittleness fracture, and exhibits a
rising tensile toughness, meaning the breakage of more dynamic chemical bonds in the tough E-GES
network to dissipate energy when applying a high tensile rate. c, Maximum tensile strain comparison
between protein-based e-skins and synthetic material-based e-skins. d, e, The calculated secondary
structure results of the control sample (d) and 5% E-GES (e) from the analysis of the amide I band in their
FTIR spectra (Supplementary Fig. 1). The peaks within the range of 1610-1640 cm-1 are attributed to β-
sheets, �lled with blue (d) and brown (e) color respectively. Inset: The content of the β-sheets and EGaIn in
the E-GES network. f, DSC thermogram of different E-GES samples. g, Frequency sweep curves of G′ and
G″ for the control sample and 5% E-GES. h, Schematic illustration the stretching process of E-GES. The
presence of EGaIn-SH coordinative bonds and the intermolecular H-bonds of β-sheets are in favor of
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energy dissipation. i, Photographs of the in�ation process of E-GES. The E-GES can be sealed on the
in�ation port (port diameter 1cm) of the air pump, and then be in�ated into a big balloon.

Figure 3

Characterization of the self-healing ability and biocompatibility of E-GES. a, Stress-strain curves of
pristine (green) and self-healed (red) 5% E-GES samples. In the self-healing process, two fresh cut-off E-
GES pieces are allowed to simply contact together without using other assistance methods, and the re-
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shaped E-GES recovers almost its original Young’s modulus in 1 min. b, Raman spectra of different E-GES
samples. The Tyr doublet peaks appear at 861 cm-1 and 837 cm-1 respectively. c, Schematic illustration
of the proposed self-healing mechanism of E-GES network. The green E-GES network represents a self-
healing transition state, arising from the formation of various dynamic chemical bonds, including EGaIn-
SH coordinative bonds, noncovalent H-bons and dynamic S-S covalent bonds, in contacting cut-
interfaces. d, e, Photographs of E-GES connected with a LED bulb in different situations. There is the
liquid nitrogen in the plastic container (e). f, g, Photographs of biocompatibility experiments of E-GES on
the rabbit skin. The skin is treated by E-GES (f) and pretreated arti�cial sweat (h) respectively. The
pretreated arti�cial sweat was prepared by immersing E-GES into the arti�cial sweat for 24h.
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Figure 4

Characterization of the strain-sensing ability of E-GES. a, Schematic illustration of strain-sensing tests on
different body parts. b, c, d, Real-time resistance changes of E-GES when being adhered to the fore�nger
(b), the wrist (c) and the knee (d). Inset, photographs of the bending process of the fore�nger (b), the wrist
(c) and the knee (d). e, Real-time resistance changes of E-GES when being embedded in a mask. E-GES
can detect the minor strain changes from the breathing. f, Real-time resistance changes of E-GES when
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being adhered to the middle of the forehead. E-GES can monitor deformations of facial expressions. g, h,
Real-time resistance changes of E-GES when being adhered to the surface of the balloon. Inset,
schematic illustration of the increasing strain change of E-GES in the three-dimensional direction (g) and
photographs of E-GES on the surface of the balloon surface (h). i, Stability tests of E-GES under stretch at
50% for more than 100 cycles.
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